
Grad Student/TA Resource Session, June 11, 2020 
Q&A in Chat 
 
00:21:59 Teresa Neal: What is the deadline for submitting final course grades this term? 
00:22:06 Hillary J Jenks: June 18th 
00:22:22 Teresa Neal: Thanks! I'm getting students asking. 
00:24:06 Teresa Neal: Also, what is the last day for student to change to S/NC? 
00:24:15 Hillary J Jenks: June 12th, tomorrow 
00:24:23 Teresa Neal: Thanks again. 
00:25:24 Jason E Stajich: 11:59 PM @teresa — def have students talk with their 
academic advisors to make sure no unintended consequences. 
00:27:17 Teresa Neal: OK...their deadline to change to S/NC is running out before our 
deadline to complete the grading, so I'm getting a lot of panic emails like "Should I change to 
S/NC?" that I can't answer. But this helps me to know what to say. 
00:38:30 Mariam Lam (she/her/hers): We also just wanted to provide this space for 
graduate students to be able to process together the challenges you’re going through, so please 
feel free to express yourself more generally beyond resource questions, as well.  The campus is 
planning to continue this space throughout the summer with a vigil, teach-ins, and other open 
dialogue opportunities, and welcome your recommendations on what is needed to support 
everyone in the campus community. 
00:39:05 Hillary J Jenks: Thank you Mariam 
00:39:37 Teresa Neal: What is the latest news we have today on re-opening campus in 
the Fall? What's coming up? 
00:42:29 Tania Kurbessoian: There has been a lot of rumors about TA-ships being 
severely cut in CNAS and increasing the body count in  classes seeing as they will be offered 
mostly online (no fire hazard). Have you considered the TA workload for teaching these larger 
classes? Also how will you support the students who primarily need TA-ships? 
00:47:23 Robert Wilbur: Thank you for this meeting and information! I am 
wondering if we can continue to expect TA-ships to come with tuition remission? Sorry if this 
was asked before. 
00:48:47 Shaun Bowler: to Robert:  Yes.. TA ships above a % do come with tuition 
00:49:33 Robert Wilbur: Thank you! 
00:50:33 Beth Claassen Thrush: https://basicneeds.ucr.edu/ 
00:52:44 Denise Woods: Denise.woods@ucr.edu 
00:52:53 Denise Woods: Basic Needs Resources 
00:55:10 Teresa Neal: Could I comment about TAs 
00:57:37 Elizabeth A Mondragon: Out of State and International support for mental 
health: 
Please find attached a flyer with information about how to seek services, including mental 
health, across the U.S and around the world for students with SHIP!  
Please feel free to share this with any liaisons or partners that you feel could benefit!  
How to Access Care Across the U.S. and Around the World 



When you are traveling away from home and/or campus, you have access to care across the 
country through Anthem’s BlueCard® PPO Program. https://shc.uci.edu/sites/default/files/UC-
SHIP-global-core-flyer.pdf. 
If you’re traveling outside the U.S., you have access to care through the Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Global Core Program https://shc.uci.edu/sites/default/files/UC-SHIP-global-core-flyer.pdf. For 
assistance, please visit Anthem Blue Cross or contact the Blue Cross Blue Shield Global Core 
Service Center at (800) 810-2583 (BLUE). 
 
 
00:57:49 Elizabeth A Mondragon: This is a link for International Suicide hotlines that  
http://suicidehotlines.com/international.html.  
This is a list of hotline in various provinces of China: 
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/4w4kh5uOIV-0eypAu9pNZw 
 
00:57:54 Joe Moeller: I use toggl.com to track my work hours for TA vs thesis work etc 
00:58:49 Elizabeth A Mondragon: Please be sure to seek support as you need 
counseling.ucr,edu or call 951-827-5531, Option 2 and leave a message or Option 1 for 
immediate crisis consultation.  Take good care all! 
01:01:02 Igor Acácio: Will the teaching evaluations during summer sections also have 
the “pandemic watermark”? 
01:06:22 Hillary J Jenks: Summer instructor evals contact: omar.safie@ucr.edu 
01:10:49 Deborah Nelson: Thank you for having this session 
01:10:54 Yena Kyeong: Thank you!  
01:10:56 Tania Kurbessoian: Thank you!! 
01:11:02 Jesus Pena: thanks! 


